Physics and engineering of transcatheter cardiac tissue ablation.
Ablation of arrhythmogenic cardiac tissues has emerged as one of the most important advances in cardiac electrophysiology. With the introduction of transcatheter ablation, the treatment of ventricular tachycardia, Wolff-Parkinson-White syndrome and other cardiac arrhythmias has progressed from an expensive and painful surgical therapy accompanied by a long recovery period to the less expensive, less traumatic transcatheter approach. The feasibility of cardiac ablation, along with the increasing number of physicians using the technique, requires understanding of the anatomic and electrophysiologic bases of transcatheter ablation as well as the different technologies, their limitations and complications. This report provides an overview of the physical, scientific and technical aspects of cardiac ablation performed with the methods currently available and a summary of the limitations of each method and expected future technologic developments in this growing field. Emphasis is placed on radiofrequency and direct current energies, the primary methods now used. Methods such as cryoablation and laser, and microwave and chemical ablation are discussed with less detail because the method of delivering energy for these ablative procedures has not been fully developed.